Inversion asymmetry in two-dimensional materials grants them fascinating properties such as spin-coupled valley degrees of freedom and piezoelectricity, but at the cost of inversion domain boundaries if the epitaxy of the grown 2D layer -on a polar substrate -cannot adequately distinguish what are often near-degenerate 0° and 180° orientations. We employ first-principles calculations to identify a method to lift this near-degeneracy: the energetic distinction between eclipsed and staggered configurations during nucleation at a point defect in the substrate. For monolayer MoS2 grown on hexagonal boron nitride, the predicted defect complex can be more stable than common MoS2 point defects because it is both a donor-acceptor pair and a Frenkel pair shared between adjacent layers of a 2D heterostack. Orientation control is verified in experiments that achieve ~90% consistency in the orientation of as-grown triangular MoS2 flakes on hBN, as confirmed by aberration-corrected scanning/transmission electron microscopy. This defect-enhanced orientational epitaxy could provide a general mechanism to break the near-degeneracy of 0/180° orientations of polar 2D materials on polar substrates, overcoming a long-standing impediment to scalable synthesis of single-crystal 2D semiconductors. † yow5110@psu.edu ‡ vhc2@psu.edu § nua10@psu.edu * These authors contributed equally to this work.
I. INTRODUCTION
The breaking of in-plane inversion symmetry in polar twodimensional (2D) crystals such as monolayer MoS2 introduces novel physics such as coupled spin-valley degrees of freedom [1, 2] and in-plane piezoelectricity [3, 4] . Yet such blessings come with a curse: While the interactions of polar 2D layers with near-commensurate polar substrates are typically strong enough to disfavor arbitrary orientations and energetically favor two discrete orientations 180° apart, they are too weak to break the remaining near-degeneracy between these two orientations [5, 6] . The inversion domain boundaries that then form at the lateral interfaces of merging crystallites [7, 8] can degrade device performance [9] and may induce undesirable multilayer growth [10] . Such inversion domain boundaries also complicate the growth of topological insulators such as Bi2Se3 [11] , high-Tc superconductors [12] , and 3D binary semiconductors [12] (even on carefully chosen lattice-matched substrates). Growth of high-quality single crystals is often associated with the discovery of new physics [13] [14] [15] [16] ; such growth outcomes have been impeded in polar 2D materials by the ubiquitous presence of inversion grain boundaries.
Prior efforts to suppress inversion domain formation include guiding lateral growth at step edges [11, 12] (at the risk of inducing undesirable multilayer growth), or limiting nucleation density [10] (at the cost of slower growth rate). Interesting prior work grew transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD) directly on hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) by powder vapor transport (PVT), chemical vapor deposition [5, 6, [17] [18] [19] , or thermal decomposition [20] to achieve scalability better than that of mechanically transferred heterostructures [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , but never achieved full orientational epitaxy (i.e. distinguishing inverted domains). The minimum requirement of distinguishing inversion domains in the grown TMD layer is the breaking of in-plane inversion symmetry in the substrate, limiting potential choices to layered compounds such as hBN and semiconductor surfaces such as the (0001) facets of GaN and sapphire. Here we focus on an hBN substrate due to its lack of surface inhomogeneity and dangling bonds [6] . We employ first-principles calculations to identify common intrinsic defects in the hBN substrate that can amplify the distinction between the 0° and 180° stacking geometries and enable full epitaxial growth: a paradoxical defect-enhanced orientational epitaxy in which structural defects (in the substrate) improve material quality in the layer grown above. Similar orientation control is then observed experimentally by growing MoS2 on exfoliated hBN substrates using PVT, with excellent (~90%) orientational epitaxy. The geometry of the resulting population of triangular flakes is compatible with a near-seamless monolayer containing very few inversion domain boundaries. Aberration-corrected scanning/transmission electron microscopy (AC-S/TEM) confirms the atomic structure and orientation of the MoS2/hBN system.
II. STACKING DEGENERACY OF INVERSION DOMAINS
We begin by revisiting the difficulty in lifting the 0/180º near-degeneracy for TMDs stacked on commensurate or near-commensurate substrates. The local minimum energy states for MoS2 stacked onto itself occurs at 0/180° interlayer orientations corresponding to the 2H and 3R polytypes with only 5 meV difference per MoS2 unit [28] .
The stacking orientation preference of hBN with itself is likewise weak [29] . The orientational preference of a MoS2 overlayer on a hBN substrate is expected to be even weaker, given their ~28% lattice mismatch. Indeed, density functional theory (DFT) calculations performed with three different implementations of vdW corrections (DFT-D3 [30] , DFT-TS [31] , and vdW-DF2 [32] ) in a periodicapproximate supercell that contains a 4×4 (5×5) supercell of MoS2 (hBN) yield a 0/180° orientational preference of at most 0.5 meV per MoS2 unit (see Appendix A for details), where the stacking with reversed bond polarities (defined by elemental electronegativities, see Fig. 1a ) is only slightly preferred. This near-degeneracy is not surprising, since each atom in one layer systematically samples a variety of local environments in the other layer across their interface (Fig. 1a) . While this energy difference can be made significant given sufficient area, the energy barrier across intermediate orientations between 0° and 60° (60° is symmetry-equivalent to 180°) also scales with area, and at a faster rate of 2 meV/MoS2 (see Appendix A), effectively trapping the growing layer at 0° or 60°. The orientation is thus likely set when the MoS2 flake is too small for the stacking energetics of its interior to overcome thermal fluctuations.
Can the spatial averaging across the supercell be broken by making some specific location(s) in the flake special? Along these lines, we first consider finite-size effects -i.e. edge effects and incomplete spatial averaging -by examining the orientational energetics of finite sulfurpassivated MoS2 clusters, including those with areas smaller than the smallest possible coincident supercell and the smallest known MoxSy cluster Mo3S13 (Fig. S1 ). Even in these cases, a marginal preference of at most 2 meV per Mo was found. An intriguing orientation preference found in a recent work differs in that it used Mo6S6 clusters with unpassivated metal-terminated edges [33] .
III. DISTINGUISHING INVERSION DOMAINS BY A DEFECT COMPLEX
We next consider whether the spatial averaging (and the associated near-degeneracy) can be interrupted by a localized structural defect in the hBN substrate. Such defects may also act as natural nucleation sites. To find defects that can strengthen interlayer orientational coupling (i.e. correlating the polarities of hBN and MoS2 more strongly), we systematically examine three types of pairwise interactions: between a MoS2 point defect and pristine hBN, between an hBN point defect and pristine MoS2, and between point defects in both MoS2 and hBN, as tabulated in Fig. 1c . Darker colors indicate stronger pairwise binding
where Eadhesion is the pristine van der Waals interlayer adhesion, so that Ebinding = 0 for pristine MoS2 stacked on pristine hBN (top left of table) . Moad, Sad, VS, MoS are respectively an Mo adatom, S adatom, S vacancy, and Mo substituting S, chosen from common MoS2 defects with formation energies below 3 eV within the experimentally accessible range of sulfur chemical potentials [34] . The and symbols indicate MoS2 defects on the sulfur plane away from or adjacent to the hBN layer. VB, VN, BN, NB, Bad, Nad, are B or N vacancies, antisite B or N (i.e. substituting N or B), and B or N adatoms respectively. We do not consider defects with higher degrees of complexity since they have higher formation energies (see Appendix B) and degrade epitaxy, as discuss later. We find the most strongly bound defects to be proximate adatom-vacancy pairs, with the 9.1 eV VB+Moad binding being by far the strongest. Such combinations are interlayer Frenkel pairs: adatom-vacancy complexes that were originally studied for their compliance with charge neutrality and constant stoichiometry (i.e. without electron and elemental reservoirs [35] ). Frenkel pairs typically appear as lowenergy defect complexes in materials with large differences in cation and anion radii (to accommodate the interstitial), where they leave no detectable remnant if they recombine. By contrast, the "interstitial" in an interlayer Frenkel pair is actually an adatom that is accommodated by the van der Waals gap, and 'recombination' of the adatom on one sheet with a vacancy in a chemically distinct sheet leaves a distinguishable defect complex, as schematically shown in Fig. 1b . Since the VB+Moad pair binds the strongest (Fig. 1c) , we focus on it here and then show that its orientational control function generalizes to other defect pairs such as VN+Moad. This choice is further justified by the calculated formation energies of defect pairs [34, 35] ! "#$% &'( -Epristine-MoS2/hBN -niµi, where ni and µi are the number of i atoms added or removed from the pristine heterostack and their chemical potentials, with the usual constraint from achieving thermodynamic equilibrium with pristine sheets µMo+2µS=EMoS2 and µB+µN=EhBN. Defect pair formation energies are shown in Fig. 1d as functions of µS (referenced from the per-atom energy of solid α-S) and for µN set to the per-atom energy of N2 (the nitrogen-rich limit [36] ): Among the various defects in MoS2, Moad (solid red) is the only defect that is stabilized when paired with VB (dashed red). (If X is an isolated MoS2 defect, the X+VB binding energy needs to be stronger than VB formation energy to stabilize X+VB against X [35] ). We therefore exclude other defect combinations involving e.g. Sad or MoS for the present study. Defect formation energies from hybrid functional calculations are also shown in Fig. S2 . Even though the Moad+VB formation energy of at least 2 eV would still yield a negligible defect concentration, hBN defects should be preexisting so that the VB contribution to the formation energy need not be accounted for. The native VB in hBN before MoS2 growth are expected to be out-of-equilibrium and passivated by hydrogen, since hBN samples are synthesized from hydrides and since H-passivated VB is ~7.7 eV more stable than VB [36] , with a large migration barrier rendering them immobile below their annealing temperature of at least ~1000-2000 K [36] . Thus, taking the fully passivated VB+3H complex as immobile (out of equilibrium), taking Moad as mobile (in equilibrium) with formation energy EMo, and taking their binding energy as Ebinding = EVB+3H + EMo -3µH -EVB+Mo (positive for Mo replacing 3H), then following the mass action law [37] The earliest event in the formation of VB+Moad is presumably the binding of a Mo atom to a VB (VB are common in hBN [38] ) by 9.6 eV, consistent with the reported strong binding between VB and transition metal atoms in general [39] and the strong binding of transition metal atoms to pyridinic-nitrogen defects in graphene in particular [40] (structurally similar to VB). The undercoordinated Mo atoms available in partially decomposed The energetic comparisons between the 0/180º stacking described earlier are now reexamined -now including a VB+Moad complex -with very different results. The orientation where the three sulfur atoms and three nitrogen atoms nearest to the Mo interstitial are staggered is strongly favored, by 0.88 eV per Mo interstitial, over the opposite orientation where they are eclipsed (Fig. 3) . A similar preference is well-known in the conformational isomers of molecules such as ethane [42] . This defect-mediated orientational preference appears to be generic, as we also found substantial (~0.5 eV) orientational preferences for VN+Moad and other defect-pair structures (see Fig. S3 ). Finally, to demonstrate the absence of local minima at other intermediate orientations and the robustness of this orientation preference against edge effects, we examined finite MoS2 triangles on hBN with interstitial VB+Moad at the centers and again found a substantial preference of ~0.5 eV, as shown by the connected black dots in Fig. 4 (details are discussed in the SM). The much weaker variation in stacking energy of the same flake on hBN without VB+Moad is shown in the scattered plots, where the center of the flake lies above a B (red squares), N (blue diamonds), or hollow site (green triangles) as the flake is rotated.
Electronic structure calculations reveal the origin of the strong binding of VB+Moad and its mechanism of orientation control: the interlayer Frenkel pair is also a donor-acceptor pair. A VB accepts three electrons from a transition metal (e.g. Mo) upon adsorption [39] , leaving three degenerate occupied Mo d orbitals within the band gap, as shown by the occupied red bands in Fig. 3 (the two columns in each panel are for the majority and minority spin channel). When a MoS2 layer is added, these mid-gap states split differently for the two stacking orientations, but with similar summed band energies. In contrast, the eigenvalues for the orbitals of the nitrogen atoms bonded to the Mo interstitial lie much higher for the eclipsed geometry, due to the repulsion (with possible electrostatic and steric contributions [42, 43] ) from the sulfur above (blue bands in Fig. 3 ). This effect has been verified with hybrid functional calculations (Fig. S4) , which generally provide more accurate defect level positions and formation energies [34, 35] . The orientation preference does not extend to bilayer MoS2 with a Mo interstitial, which does not charge transfer to either sheet.
IV. GROWTH EXPERIMENTS ON PRISTINE AND PLASMA-TREATED HEXAGONAL BN
Taken in total, these results demonstrate how VB+Moad and similar defects could induce epitaxial growth of MoS2 with full orientation control. Is this mechanism borne out by experiment? To this end, MoS2 was grown on freestanding hBN (on a TEM grid) as well as on Si/SiO2-supported hBN using a PVT growth protocol that prioritizes the initial heterogeneous nucleation of metal species at the boron vacancy sites (see Ref. [41] and Fig. S5 for details). Raman and photoluminescence spectroscopy of this MoS2 grown on hBN are similar to those of free-standing MoS2, verifying the quality of the hBN substrate ( 
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Triangle centered on: orientation and the hBN surface polarity is also the most parsimonious explanation for the observed reversal of triangle orientation across a step edge in the h-BN substrate (dashed line in Fig. 5a ), noting that the layer polarity of AA′-stacked hBN reverses across an odd-layer number step edge. Although a direct measurement of step height is not available due to its coverage by multilayer MoS2 and measurement uncertainty in estimating bulk hBN thicknesses, any other explanation for this reversal would require that an alternative property not related to lattice polarity both change across the step edge and also control the lattice polarity of the MoS2 flakes. The possibility that the observed orientation inversion reflects an inversion of the thermodynamic or kinetic Wulff shape is also unlikely since step edges do not interrupt Wulff shapes (except for possibly truncating corners) and also since it would imply abrupt spatial changes in the growth conditions, which vary continuously on millimeter length scales. In contrast to the clear orientation preference on hBN, second-layer MoS2 flakes stacked on the first-layer MoS2 film (lower right of Fig. 5a ) lack preferred alignment. The bright-field TEM image and corresponding selected-area electron diffraction (SAED, Fig. 5b ) confirm a precise alignment of parallel zigzag edges between hBN and MoS2 (see Fig. S10 for additional characterization). Unlike in Fig. 5a , both 0/180º orientations are seen in Fig. 5b because growth occurred on both sides of free-standing hBN.
Direct imaging of single isolated boron vacancies in multilayer hBN substrates that are covered by MoS2 is not feasible because each imaged hBN lattice site is actually a full atomic column due to the bulk hBN AA′ stacking (see Ref. [38] for a demonstration of the drastic decrease in vacancy visibility when layer number increases from one to four). While interstitial metal atoms may be more reliably imaged (as reported elsewhere for the WSe2/hBN system [44] ), the defect-mediated orientational control mechanism described here can be tested to a certain degree by establishing that only isolated point defects support full orientation control of MoS2, i.e. more geometrically complex defects in hBN such as multivacancy voids or step edges should not facilitate orientational epitaxy. To test this hypothesis, a population of vacancies was introduced through a pre-growth reactive ion etching of suspended hBN films for 0, 10 or 30 seconds [41] . MoS2 flakes were then grown on these plasma-treated hBN substrates with identical precursors, growth temperatures, and growth times. ADF-STEM imaging (Fig. 6a-c ) along with SAED ( Fig. 6d-f ) reveal that plasma treatment increases the total number of MoS2 flakes (likely due to a higher density of nucleation sites) while losing epitaxy, as quantified by the histograms of MoS2 misorientation angles with respect to hBN in hBN contains a much higher defect population with higher complexity, including many larger-scale voids and associated step edges, consistent with the loss of the stagger/eclipse mechanism around these more geometrically complex defects. Fresh hBN step edges created by etching should significantly promote the growth of MoS2 flakes with random orientations, as suggested by the observed random orientations of MoS2 flakes grown at pre-existing step edges (from the hBN sample without plasma treatment, Fig. S12 ).
V. CONCLUSION
The present work demonstrates that, although vacancies in a crystal are an obvious degradation of translational order, their spatially "sharp" physical nature and well-controlled angular structure can paradoxically enhance the sensitivity of a system to orientational order, especially during the critical stage of nucleation, by accentuating orientationdependent interlayer interactions. Defect-assisted orientational epitaxy exploits the identical structure and orientation of a given type of point defect (e.g. VB) across a polar crystalline substrate. Even given full orientation uniformity and coalescence, translational mismatch is still a concern upon the merging of two grains. However, no such boundaries have been reported for TMDs thus far, presumably due to being outcompeted energetically by perfect stitches (see Fig. S9 and Ref. [45] ). If there are no strong substrate registry effects (e.g. TMDs on hBN), the strain energy distributed deep into the flake interior across a lateral distance D from the boundary scales as D(1/D) 2 =1/D, so stitching is more favorable than grain boundary formation for large D (i.e. large-enough flakes). To our knowledge, the only report of zero-tilt boundaries in a 2D material so far is for graphene on high-registry Ni [46] . Even misoriented grains almost always stitch together tightly into dense mirror boundaries (a chain of rhombi [9, 45] ), underlining the propensity for film coalescence in these systems. One can thus envision defectenhanced epitaxy (also possibly seed molecules [17] ) as providing a general means to promote well-oriented layerby-layer growth of 2D heterostructures. These insights into the atomistic mechanisms of orientation control can help guide further improvements to film crystallinity, as has been recently achieved in the growth of WSe2 on hBN using MOCVD with a strong suppression of inversion domains [44] . For example, introducing transition metal precursors of the same kind as the parent film can minimize the trapping of competing precursors that may otherwise 'poison' substrate vacancies. Coalescence techniques [47] can then be combined with orientational control to achieve monocrystallinity. 
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APPENDIX A: ORIENTATION PREFERENCE OF PRISTINE PERIODIC STRUCTURES
In 5×5 hBN + 4×4 MoS2 supercells, the relative energies of different stacking orientations and translations are calculated with three implementations of vdW corrections and are shown in Fig. 7 . The three implementations agree that energies are not sensitive to translation (as shown by the clustering of the dots at 0° and 60° respectively), while the orientation preference increases from 0.1 meV (per MoS2) for vdW-DF2 to 0.3 meV for DFT-D3, and to 0.5 meV for DFT-TS. Alternatively, a √21×√21 h-BN supercell (5a+1b) and a √13×√13 MoS2 supercell (4A+1B) can be used to construct a heterostructure with strain less than 1% [48] , where a and b are the lattice vectors for h-BN and A and B are for MoS2. Since both supercell lattice vectors (5a+1b) and (4A+1B) lie about 15° degrees away from the zigzag direction, the same heterostructure supercell can fit stacking geometries close to 0°, 30°, and 60° (more accurately, 3°, 25°, 35° and 57°). Thus the two near-groundstate stackings (3° and 57°) can be fairly compared with the two intermeditate twist angles (25° and 35°), i.e. with the remaining 1% artifical strain cancelled out when comparing relative energies. The energy difference between 3° and 57° is 0.4 meV per MoS2 unit, consistent with the estimate using [53] as implemented in Ref. [54] ; parameters for the model dielectric profile of hBN follow those of Ref. [55] where the in-plane and outof-plane dielectric constant of the hBN slab is properly defined. The correction energies for various supercell sizes and charged states are shown in Fig. 8a where each extrapolation towards Nsuper (using the functional form of Ref. [54] ) is set to zero. The final correction energies for the Nsuper×Nsuper×1=5×5×1 supercell geometry we used are +0.55, +2.18, and +4.90 eV for q=±1, ±2, and ±3. The experimentally accessible µN is limited within µN = E(N2) and µN=E(hBN) -E(α-Boron), corresponding to N-rich and B-rich conditions. The chemical potentials for hydrogen and sulfur are set to E(H2) and E(α-Sulfur). As shown in Fig. 8b , both hydrogen passivated VB and VN are favored against VBN over a wide Fermi energy range under N-rich and B-rich conditions. For unpassivated VB and VN, at least one is favored against VBN over the same range. Thus the hBN substrate likely hosts a predominate population of the most favorable monovacancy point defect, each serving as a nucleation site for MoS2, with consistent orientations. These results also reflect a strong binding between sulfur and VN into SN (similar to the highly stable ON impurity in Ref. [36] ), since its +1 charged state is isoelectronic to pristine hBN. The strong S-VN binding and Mo-VB binding (see discussion in main text) are consistent with the STEM image in Ref. [44] revealing transition metal and chalcogen atoms always trapped at different sublattices of hBN. For finite triangles on pristine hBN, not only are 0 and 60° close in energy (< 2 meV), they are in fact both slightly disfavored due to edge effects, as seen from the complete orientation map of stacking energy in Fig. 4 in the main text (colored and scattered markers). This indicates that orientation control, if determined purely by van der Waals interactions between pristine sheets, can only be effective at a later stage when the triangle is sufficiently large that the substrate adhesion scaling as L 2 dominates over any edge effects, which scale as L. The near degeneracy extends down to the smallest known Mo/S cluster with a structure similar to the hexagonal motif in MoS2 [15] : for this Mo3S13 cluster (Fig. S1) , the orientational preference is calculated to be only 2 meV per Mo.
As with the previous series of calculations with a MoS2 flake floating on h-BN, we again calculate the relative energies as the stacking orientation varies between 0 and 60°, but now in the presence of boron vacancy + Mo interstitial; these results are discussed in the main text and shown by the black connected dots in Fig. 4 . Since placing Moad under a Mo site at the center of a finite triangular flake requires triangles with a side length of l=3 (too small to exclude corner effects) or l=6 (computationally too expensive, including the underlying hBN), we chose to place Moad under the hollow site with l=4. The corresponding periodic structure is in Fig. S3 . This result is also the most direct test of orientation control for small transient clusters within the current scope of computational feasibility, since this is the earliest emergence of MoS2 crystallinity that persists, i.e. the minimal prerequisite for the manifestation of a welldefined "orientation selectivity". Even if a transient oxide or oxysulfide cluster with high symmetry (e.g. C3v) was computationally found to have a preferred orientation, the eventual MoS2 flake does not necessarily inherit this orientation, since bonding characters and polarities might change. Figure S1 . Mo3S13 cluster on monolayer h-BN. Figure S2 . Defect and defect complex formation energies calculated using PBE (upper panels) and HSE06 (lower panels) in the nitrogen-rich (left) and boron-rich (right) limit. In every case the DFT-D3 method is used for van der Waals corrections. The Mo adatom is the only MoS2 defect that becomes stabilized when paired with an hBN defect (a boron vacancy).
Alternative vacancy types and Mo interstitial lateral positions
In contrast to a boron vacancy favoring the staggered configuration over the eclipsed one, a nitrogen vacancy (Mo+VN) favors the eclipsed configuration over the staggered one, by 0.49 eV, as shown in Fig. S3 . This is not surprising since the boron atoms (with partial positive charge) closest to the Mo interstitial (a VN hybridizes with a Mo interstial rather than accept charge from it [16] ) prefer proximity to the negatively charged sulfur atoms above. This preference, although seemingly opposite to that of a boron vacancy, would in fact not affect the orientation selectivity of MoS2 flakes on hBN: a VN favoring the eclipsed configuration and a VB favoring the staggered configuration on the same hBN layer orient the MoS2 overlayer the same. 
PBE N-rich PBE B-rich HSE N-rich HSE B-rich
A Mo interstial above a VB at the lateral "metal" site (i.e. under a metal atom in the MoS2 layer) was investigated in the main article; for the case where the Mo interstitial is at the lateral "hollow" site, as shown in Fig. S3 , the staggered configuration is still favored, by 0.53 eV. Mo interstitials at "metal" sites are presumably more likely in reality since DFT calculations show that they are always more energetically favorable than "hollow" site Mo interstitials.
Hybrid functional calculations
Defect levels for test cases (e.g. boron and nitrogen vacancies, not shown here) are taken from Γ-point eigenvalues using the HSE06 hybrid functional [17, 18] and are verified to be consistent with previously reported values [19, 20] . Defect levels for the staggered and eclipsed stacking geometries discussed in the main text (Mo interstitial at the MoS2 "metal" site) are then calculated at the HSE06 level as well and compared with those calculated from PBE in Fig. S4 , where the occupied defect levels are populated with spin symbols. The overall effect is an increase in band gap and defect levels shifting deeper into the mid-gap region, with no significant change in the ordering of occupied levels. The total energy of the staggered geometry calculated at the HSE06 level is lower than the eclipsed case by 0.62 eV. Atmosphere Pressure PVT synthesis of MoS2/hBN heterostructure The hBN flakes were mechanically exfoliated from powder (grade PT 110, Momentive Performance Materials) and placed on a Si/SiO2 substrate, before they were transferred to a Au quantifoil TEM grid using PMMA-assisted transfer [21] . The combination of mechanical exfoliation and transfer produces freestanding hBN films with high quality surfaces. Mechanically exfoliated hBN (ME-hBN) both in freestanding form and supported by a Si/SiO2 substrate (300nm SiO2 thickness) were used as templates to fabricate MoS2/hBN heterostructures. The method of synthesizing monolayer MoS2 was reported elsewhere [22] . The TEM grid was placed on a Si/SiO2 substrate which follows downstream of the hot-zone crucible.
MoS2 was grown on ME-hBN by powder vapor transport at atmospheric pressure in a 15mm diameter horizontal tube furnace [23] , as shown in Fig. S5 . High-purity nitrogen Figure S4 . Defect levels for the "eclipsed" and "staggered" stacking geometries calculated from PBE and HSE06. Occupied levels are populated with spin symbols, where blue and red indicate two spin polarizations and paired spins indicate degenerate spin states.
(200 sccm) was introduced into the furnace throughout the process. Approximately 1 mg of MoO3 (99.99%, Sigma Aldrich) is placed in a crucible located in the hot zone of the furnace (~700°C). Sulfur powder (300mg, 99.5% Alfa Aesar) was placed upsteam of the hot zone, at a temperature of ~230°C, while the hot zone follows a ramp to 700°C over thirty minutes, a ten-minute hold at 700°C, and cool down without feedback.
Growth protocol
We briefly highlight two main differences between our growth protocol and that of Yu. et al. [24] , which is operationally closest to ours among existing studies but reported a mixture of MoS2 at 0 and 180º on hBN. Characterization by Raman spectroscopy, photoluminescence, EDS, and EELS Raman spectra (Fig. S6a ) reveals a frequency difference between the in-plane E 1 2g and out-of-plane A1g modes that varies from 19 to 24 cm -1 across a MoS2 flake grown on BN, reflecting a variation in number of layers that is confirmed by contrast variations in the ADF-STEM image (Fig. S7 ) and is consistent with previous reports for PVTsynthesized MoS2 crystals [26] . The monolayer regions show a photoluminescence peak at 1.89 eV (Fig. S6c) , close to the optical band gap of freestanding exfoliated MoS2 monolayers (1.90 eV) [27] , with a similar ~50 meV full width at half-maximum [28] . The sharp, intense photoluminescence similar to that of free-standing flakes verifies hBN as an excellent substrate to preserve the intrinsic properties of the 2D sheet it supports, in contrast to MoS2 grown directly on Si/SiO2 (Fig. S6b) . Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) performed on the hBN surface reveals two characteristic peaks at the boron and nitrogen edges (Fig. S10a) which correlate with σ * sp 2 bonds and π * bonds [29] , establishing the hexagonal honeycomb structure of hBN. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy mapping (EDS, lower panel of Fig. S10 ) also confirms the chemical fingerprint of the as-grown heterostructure. EDS elemental maps for nitrogen, sulfur and molybdenum are shown, indicating a uniform distribution of N in the hBN substrate, while Mo and S are locally observed within the triangular domain. All the STEM EDS maps were collected using the superX EDS quad-detectors on Titan 3 . The EDS boron elemental map is inconclusive because of low signal levels due to weak X-ray generation from this low atomic number element. 
Reactive Ion Etching
The hBN flakes were placed on Si/SiO2 substrate for reactive ion etching. 50 sccm of oxygen gas was introduced into a Tepla M4L Plasma Etch system operating at a pressure of 200 mTorr, with a radio frequency (13.56 MHz) power of 50W to generate plasma. Different etching times were applied to suspended hBN surfaces while fixing other plasma generation parameters. After plasma treatment, we use the same PMMA transfer method to obtain freestanding hBN substrates for the growth of MoS2/hBN heterostructures. Quantifying the degree of epitaxy upon etching With increasing etching time, the degree of epitaxy tends to decrease and the size of assynthesized MoS2 flakes decreases (Fig. S11) , since more surface defects and dangling bonds are generated that can act as active nucleation sites for growth of MoS2 flakes. This observation suggests that the relation of defect concentration and degree of orientation control is an interplay of both defect density and defect type: while the number of nucleation sites is increased upon etching, more complex defect structures (e.g. step edges at the edge of triangular voids) do not facilitate epitaxy. Moreover, whereas computational studies suggest that a single defect under a grown region can determine the stacking orientation at early stages of growth (i.e. while the flakes are still nanometer-sized), a higher density of the induced defects could impair this mechanism by interacting strongly with flake edges. 
Material Characterization
Scanning electron microscopy was carried out on a Leo 1530 FESEM. Raman/PL characterization was conducted on a 532nm Witec confocal Raman system at an operation power of ~1 mW. AC-S/TEM imaging and spectroscopy were carried out on a FEI Titan 3 60-300 microscope operating at 80kV with a monochromated gun and spherical aberration corrected lenses, providing sub-angstrom resolution. A high angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector was used for the ADF-STEM imaging. The HAADF detector (Fischione) had a collection angle of 51-300 mrad, a beam current of 45pA, and beam convergence angle of 30 mrad (C2 aperture of 70um) for STEM image acquisition. Imaging of surface defects was carried out at the electron dose of ~5000 e -/Å 2 ·s to minimize structural damage [30] . The HREM imaging condition for hBN surface defects was tuned to a negative Cs to provide white atom contrast at a slight over focus.
Residual strain in the hBN substrate
Strain can amplify hBN's sublattice asymmetry by e.g. charge redistribution between B and N [31] and uniaxial strain in particular can further lower lattice symmetry. To test the possible role of strain in orientational epitaxy, in Fig. S13 we extended the calculations discussed in Fig. 1 in the main text and calculated the variation of stacking energies for uniformly strained and uniaxially strained (along zigzag or armchair) hBN substrates at a strain of 2% using √21×√21+√13×√13 supercells and DFT-D3 for dispersion forces. This is larger than the typical 0-1% residual strain in bulk hBN reported in literature [32, 33] and below the nonlinear elastic threshold [34] of 8%. Fig. S13 shows that the 0/180º near-degeneracy and the rotational barrier persist under strain.
Strong binding between VB and precursors other than an isolated Mo atom
To demonstrate VB can bind to more realistic metal precursor clusters, we examine the example of MoO3 among the commonly studied MoOx clusters [35] since the suboxides have oxidation states in between the Mo case (examined in the main text) and the trioxide case (examined here). Spin-polarized DFT calculations show that a MoO3 cluster binds to hBN by 1.5 eV and to VB by 4.5 eV (Fig. S14) , demonstrating the strong likelihood of VB trapping metal precursors due to its dangling bond character. The detailed structures of MoO3 are not discussed here for reasons mentioned in the previous section on finite flakes. Figure S13 . Relative energies (per MoS2 unit) of different stacking orientations for uniformly strained and uniaxially strained hBN substrates at a magnitude of 2%, calculated with DFT-D3 and √21×√21+√13×√13 supercells.
